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Our current world is experiencing change unlike anything we’ve
seen before. Changes in design, interaction and meaning have
inspired Yellow Goat Design to work harder, be more creative
and innovate. Resultantly, we are excited to present YGD’s new
Safe Screen Collection, CONNECT. This unique collection
vocalizes artistry, beauty and functionality in a seamless
presentation of functional safety artwork for hospitality,
educational, institutional, corporate and other areas.
Our new Safe Screen Collection serves to create confidence
inspiring spaces that are defined by physical distance, while
also maintaining social communication through designs that
seek humanity, hospitality, connection, and reduction of waste
as the ultimate goals.
Our screens are built from etched acrylic, digital printed acrylic,
and powder-coated metal and have long-lasting use now and
for the future. We hope you enjoy.

BUBBLE

Ever wish you had your own personal little bubble? Wish no
more. Our curved Bubble screen comes in a variety of digitally
printed, illustrated polycarbonate options that are fixed to a
table or desk with adjustable clamps. You can even provide
your own design or logo for us to customize! This design
provides an intimate space for workplace, study spaces or even
dining tables.
Materials: Digitally Printed Polycarbonate, Metal
Dimensions: Custom / Adjustable

PILLAR

Support health and safety in the workplace with these monoliths
made of sustainable and acoustic materials. With recyclable PVC
acoustic panels, Pillar promotes growth with a modular form, as
well as an option for a top cap to hold plants.
Materials: Recyclable PVC Acoustic Panels, Plywood
Dimensions: Ø1’-3” x Various Heights from 4’ to 7’ H

AQUATIC

While these curtain screens may hang from above, they’re
styled for under the sea. Aquatic is a frosted, suspended
polycarbonate screen that has the option to hang in one location or
ceiling rails can be added for additional movement. The playful
illustration adds depth to a workplace or restaurant space and
the frosted panels allow light to flow through.
Materials: Digitally Printed Polycarbonate Curtains, Metal.
Ceiling Rails Optional (price per request)
Dimensions: 990mm x 1422mm and 990mmm x 1828mm / 3’-3”
W x 4’-8” H and 3’-3” x 6’ H (per panel)

ARCTIC CHAR
This ice-cold screen is the perfect home of its namesake. The
panels reflect an etched glacial wave pattern framed in metal
that is found only in the northern most climes. Made to melt
away your cares on a long summer day, this clever screen also
provides a housing space for plants.

Materials: Metal, Acrylic
Dimensions: 1150 x 225 x 1800mm / 3’-9”W x 9”D x 5’-11”H

CLEMENTINE
This bright, juicy suspended screen is sculptural stunner.
Made of powder coated metal panels with soft triangular
shapes that have acoustic properties. Clementine not only
has its eye on sustainable solutions, it reduces noise and has
antibacterial properties. This screen will easily become your
design darling.

Materials: Recyclable PVC Acoustic Panels, Metal
Dimensions: 1090 x 250 x 730mm / 3’-7”W x 10”D x 2’-5”H (per
panel)

BOTANIC

You’ll feel like you’re in a secret garden with Botanic. Digitally
printed foliage climbs and calms on this suspended curtain
screen, elevating your mind and your design. Botanic has the
option to hang in one location or ceiling rails can be added for
additional movement.
Materials: Digitally Printed Polycarbonate Curtains, Metal.
Ceiling Rails Optional (price per request)
Dimensions: 990mm x 1422mm and 990mmm x 1828mm / 3’-3”
W x 4’-8” H and 3’-3” x 6’ H (per panel)

AQUARELLE
These layered colors maintain transparency while also
enlivening a space. Brushstroke after brushstroke is digitally
printed on acrylic panels mounted on metal rods to bring form
and color to the forefront while also functioning as room
dividers. Customizable in various patterns or colors these
panels are truly a masterpiece.

Materials: Digitally Printed Acrylic, Metal
Dimensions: 1194 x 2388mm / 3’-11”W x 7’-10”H (per panel)

AQUARELLE
BLOOM

Aquarelle Bloom is a textured take on our Aquarelle digitally
printed screen. The Bloom version is digitally printed on
vinyl and applied to corrugated panels that are framed in metal.
Curved and calming with a bit of a rough edge, these panels
divide with the high art in mind.

Materials: Corrugated Polycarbonate, Metal
Dimensions: 800 x 1800 and 800 x 1600mm /
2’-7”W x 6’-3”H and 2’-7”W x 5’-3”H

ACRYLIC
SPROUTS

A single leaf unfurls and soon the world is fully foliaged in green
and golden hues. Our shy Sprouts screen responds to the
warmth of the kind sun and offers hints of new growth through
an ingenious paper cut pattern. Riffing on our original Sprouts
screen from our THAW collection, this variation replaces the
metal backing screen with a solid acrylic panel that is attached
to the laser cut metal pattern of sprouts to provide a solid
divider.
Materials: Metal, Acrylic
Dimensions: 1190 x 2390mm / 3’-11”W x 7’-10”H (per panel)

RAINBOW
MOOD

Rainbow Mood is a mindset. The design pot of gold at the
end of the, well...you know. A bold mélange of laser cut metal
faces, hands, and shapes enclose watercoloresque digitally
printed acrylic panels. Get ready for your mood to improve with
this eye-catching design. The version featured here showcases
the panels with an additional planter base. Rainbow Mood is
available with or without the planter base in a range of mounting
options.

Materials: Digitally Printed Acrylic Panel sandwiched between
two Laser-Cut Metal Screens. Set into a metal frame.
Dimensions: 900 x 500 x 2390mm / 3’W x 1’-7”D x 7’-11”H
(With Planter Base, per panel), 900 x 3200mm OAH / 3’W x 1’D
x 10’- 6” OAH (Without Planter Base, per panel )

COHO

Soft scales are the centerpiece of this screen, allowing light to
filter and flicker through. These acrylic panels are routed with
simple design that is simultaneously modern and traditional.
Wave upon wave of calm comes with Coho, which can be mounted
in a variety of options including a fixed floor to ceiling frame.
Materials: Metal, Routed Acrylic
Dimensions: 600 x 2390mm / 2’W x 9’H (per panel)

BUBBLE

Ever wish you had your own personal little bubble? Wish no
more. Our curved Bubble screen comes in a variety of digitally
printed, illustrated polycarbonate options that are fixed to a
table or desk with adjustable clamps. You can even provide
your own design or logo for us to customize! This design
provides an intimate space for workplace, study spaces or even
dining tables.
Materials: Digitally Printed Polycarbonate, Metal
Dimensions: Custom / Adjustable

PENGUIN

A slightly formal screen with a fun edge. Mimicking the
flippers of a dandy penguin this screen has round edges
with a tall stance and polycarbonate panels keeping social
distancing proper and pretty.
Materials: Metal, Polycarbonate
Dimensions:
Single: 407mm x 1320mm / 1’-4” x 4’-4” H
Double: 686mm x 1702 / 2’-3” x 5’-7” H
Triple: 915mm x 1829 / 3’ x 6’ H

ALBACORE

There’s nothing fishy at the core of this routed acr ylic
panel design. Inspired by our Deco-ish light fixture, Albacore is
a screen companion piece in a chic Art Deco style. Curved and
at zig zag heights, the routed panels reflect the joyous leap of a
fish and are mounted on powder coated metal rods in available
in a variety of finishes.
Materials: Routed Acrylic, Metal
Dimensions: 900 x 2000mm and 600 x 1600mm / 3’W x 6’-6”H
and 2’W x 5’-3”H

TWEEN

A screen for that narrow space, not quite small, not quite large.
This digitally printed acrylic screen has a narrow line pattern
that undulates and converges to create an optical illusion,
offering design interest to the customer as well as creating a
privacy barrier between the tables.
Materials: Digitally Printed Acrylic, Metal
Dimensions: 900 x 300 x 1400mm / 3’W x 1’D x 4’-7”H

TWEEN
TEXTURE

In this iteration of Tween we’re taking it to the next dimension
with routed acrylic panels. An Art Deco inspired look offers
privacy and distancing in those narrow spaces between tables,
desks or furniture.
Materials: Routed Acrylic, Metal
Dimensions: 900 x 300 x 1400mm / 3’W x 1’D x 4’-7”H

SPRING IS
HERE

Spring is Here is sprouting a new look! For our Safe Screen
collection this version of our Spring is Here screen fuses acrylic
panels in various shades between a playful laser cut metal
pattern of bursting blooms.
Materials: Metal, Acrylic
Dimensions: 1190 x 2390mm / 3-11”W x 7-10”H (per panel)

CUMULUS

Cumulus, will make you feel like you’re on design Cloud 9. Built
to be a leaner, more budget-friendly version of the Bubble,
Cumulus is a separator screen for social distancing in reconfigured classrooms. Made in the shape of Bob Ross’s favorite
“happy little clouds” these panels can be built in a variety of
acrylic colors and/or can be digitally printed with a pattern or
logo of your choosing.
Materials: Digitally Printed Acrylic
Dimensions: Custom / Adjustable

FRAGMENTED
LOVE
Love comes in all shapes and sizes but one thing is for
certain, you’ll love every piece of this screen. Mounted on a
wooden base, metal rods shoot upwards and explode in a
joyous burst of blooms. A hybrid of our Love Me Not sculptural
screen and our Fragmented Illusion light fixture, Fragmented
Love will break your design heart to pieces
Materials: Plywood, Metal, Digitally Printed Polycarbonate
Dimensions: 1000 x 500 x 1650mm / 3’-3”W x 1’-8”D x 5’-5”H

WE DESIGN
COOL STUFF.
Yellow Goat Design has been creating award winning designs
for the hospitality, corporate, retail, healthcare, aviation,
multi-residential, and institutional markets for over 20 years.
We pride ourselves on offering...
AWARD WINNING LIGHTING, SCREENS & SCULPTURES
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
MANUFACTURING
INSTALLATION
SIMPLY COOL STUFF

Check out more cool stuff at
WWW.YELLOWGOATDESIGN.COM
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